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It's time to do a final month's weeding in
the garden ready for the Autumn!
Unfortunately September is no different to
most other months when it comes to
weeding, as there is a lot to get on with still!
It's a good time to have a proper clear out
before things start to slow and you can
take a proper break. Weeding isn't exactly
the most exciting task, so i always advise to
do little and often in your home garden, to
avoid the weeds really taking hold. It also
means it isn't such a daunting task- Maybe
aim for 10 weeds a session.

Think we can all agree that we have
had to make some big changes to
our lives over the past few months.
It almost seems unbelievable that
this all kicked off back in March, so it
has been great to see a slow return
to routine.

The businesses that were put on
hold through the pandemic are
starting to get back up and running,
and no doubt like the rest of you,
we are feeling hopeful for the
remainder of the year.

We have seen some of the hardest
hit  sectors beginning to return
including churches, dance schools
and training offices.

ON YOUR MARKS...

This September we will be working with lots of re-opening

businesses, with a welcome return to normality.

PAUL'S MONTHLY

TIP...

 BOREDOM BEATER 

Social Media Stories 

(Answer at the bottom of the page) 
'I have four wings, but cannot fly, I never
laugh and never cry; On the same spot
I’m always found, toiling away with little

sound. What am I?:

....to Groundsman Dan and
his wife who have welcomed
a beautiful baby boy, 3
weeks earlier than expected.
We can't wait to meet him!

Congraulations
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The impact on some areas has
been far greater than others, and
of course we all face the same
challenge of trying to rebuild post-
lockdown. But we remain hopeful
around the green shoots we can
see emerging.

it's fantastic to have more
communication with our contacts
and our commerical bookings are
growing daily,

Pictures: Top left: OLOR Church in
Rayleigh ready for worship. Top
Right: Studios sanitised for the
reopening of Julie Noble Dance
School

PHOTO FINISH
We love this picture of Paul
cutting a long grassed meadow..
It was taken for our social media
channels and it perfectly
captures a Summer day's work
among the flora and fauna. In all
honesty , we never realised a
man on his mower could be
quite so picturesque!  
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